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This paper presents the conceptual mechanism to run the reciprocating pump by the two-stage
oscillator. It provides the energy required to lift the water from a tank placed approximately 2.5 meter
below the ground level. Basic application of the mechanism will be for watering the garden which will
be operated by means of opening and closing of entrance gate. Paper consists of basic concept, design
of pump and two-stage oscillator mechanism and fabrication of the model.
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INTRODUCTION
Two-stage oscillator is a compound pendulum in which energy
is transferred from one pendulum to another. Once the
pendulum is provided with some input, it keeps on oscillating
for some time thus transferring the energy to the other
pendulum. In the year 1999, Sir Veljko Milkovic invented the
two-stage oscillator mechanism. It was a new concept at that
time. The highlight of the mechanism was the amount of
energy input proved to be less than the energy obtained. The
statement seems to be hypothetical but this was explained by
carrying out various kinds of experiments. Nebojša Simin
explained the phenomenon of increasing the input energy by
operation of the pendulum-lever system [1]. Sir Jovan Bebic
and Lujbo Panic also developed a relation between output and
input energy of the system and found that the system has
efficiency greater than unity [2, 4]. Jovan Marjanovic
discussed the theory of gravity machines [7, 8]. The logic of
this theory was also used to explain the two-stage mechanical
oscillator of Veljko Milkovic and pointed out a way to
improve its behavior. He also stated that the pivot point should
have some lag before moving up or down until pendulum
comes in position such that its pivot point and bob move in
opposite directions. Jovan Marjanovic analyzed the factors
affecting the free energy of the pendulum and various other
factors [9]. He concluded that output energy was solely based
on the mass of the bob of pendulum.
*Corresponding author: Nikhade, G. R.
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The research done till now concentrated only on the working
and the effectiveness of the mechanism. This paper presents
the possibility of using this mechanism in real world
application. Considering all of the advantages of the
mechanism it was decided to use it for lifting water with the
help of a reciprocating pump such that the input to the
mechanism would be given with the help of entrance gate of
the garden for watering the plants without electricity.
The Concept
The logic of two-stage oscillator is based on the concept of
gravity shield as explained in the figure 1. Initially the shield is
turned off and body with mass M is resting on the shield
(Figure 1-a). Turning off the shield could also mean to move it
aside and turning on to put it bellow the mass. In Figure 1-b,
the shield is turned on and gravity doesn’t have influence on
mass M. It is easy to move the mass upward with a finger of
the hand. Note that inertia of the mass still exists and some
energy is still necessary to invest in order to push the mass in
any direction.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1. Concept of Gravity Shield

(c)
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Once the mass comes to desired height, the shield is turned off
again and the mass M will fall down. Obviously the mass M
will transform all its potential energy into kinetic energy once
it reaches the ground as shown in Figure 1-c. Instead of using
hand for raising the mass upwards, simple gravity machine can
be made as shown in Figure 2. After turning on the shield, as
in Figure 2-b, the weight of mass m will be able to overcome
inertia and to move bigger mass M upwards. After some
period of time mass m will move down to its low position and
mass M up to its high position. The shield is turned off again,
as in Figure 2-c, and mass M will prevail the smaller mass m
and fall down again as in Figure 2-a.

a

b

c
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Flowchart

The above flowchart shows the steps involved in the design of
whole system. In this process first the output required to lift
the water from a particular height is calculated. Based on this
output the pump was designed and then the input required by
the system.

Figure 2. Gravity Shield effect with Lever

Design of Reciprocating Pump
The artificial gravity effect can be created by using rotation
and inertia. In this the pendulum resembles the gravity shield,
such that its energy varies from horizontal to vertical axis. The
work done by total vertical force acting at pivot point of the
pendulum when the pendulum is at vertical axis is passed to
the left side of the lever and this work is used to increase
potential energy of mass on the other side of the lever as it
goes upwards. Once the pendulum moves upwards, total
vertical force will be less than force acting on the other side of
the lever and thus lever will go down on the left side and up on
the right. This up and down motion of the other end of lever
can do some useful work as pumping water. The pivot point of
the lever plays major role in the transfer of the energy and the
displacement from pendulum side to other side of the lever.
For obtaining large displacement, the lever can be divided into
a ratio such that one side of the lever is longer than the other.
Figure 3 shows the conceptual design of the two-stage
oscillator.

For the design of the system, it is considered that the suction
head is 25 meter.
Power required by reciprocating pump is given by following
equation

watts

(1)

where, is the density of water, A is the cross-sectional area
of reciprocating pump (m2), N is the speed of reciprocating
pump (strokes / min), Hs is the suction head (m), Hd is the
delivery head (m), L is the length of stroke (m)m
Energy of reciprocating pump is given by

(2)
Pumps ideally will produce any head that is impressed on it.
The maximum head is determined by the power available and
the strength of the pump parts. Assuming diameter of pump as
50 mm and length of stroke as 80 mm.
Speed of the pump,

Figure 3: Conceptual Design of Two-Stage Oscillator

Design of the system
Any design process starts with its need defined in the real
world. In gardens it is necessary to keep on watering the plants
so that the greenery can be maintained. Considering the
depleting resources of producing electricity, by employing this
mechanism watering can be done without using electricity.

(3)
Swept Volume,
v=Al

(4)

Discharge,
Q = Nv

(5)
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Minimum Thickness of cylinder,

(6)
The various parameters related to pump were found from
above equations are mentioned in Table 1.
Table 1. Values of various parameters related to pump
Parameter
Energy for operating reciprocating pump (Eout)
Speed
Swept Volume
Discharge
Minimum Thickness of cylinder

Value
3.854 Joule
45 strokes / min
157.079 cc
0.007068 m3 / min
3 mm

The lever is most critical component in this mechanism,
because the load on the other end is constantly changing due to
suction and delivery strokes. The pivot point of the lever was
such that it was divided in the ratio 3:1 and the actual length of
the lever was taken as 590 mm.
Design of Pendulum
Mass of the bob plays as major role in deciding the input
energy of the system and the potential energy required for
starting the oscillations.

Figure 4. Various positions of Pendulum

The length of the pendulum depends on various parameters
viz. stokes per revolution, swept area, centrifugal force.
Potential Energy
The energy required for starting the oscillation of the
pendulum is equal to the potential energy for lifting the
equivalent weight of pendulum from initial position to the
final position as shown in figure 5, it is given by

where,

Energy transmitted through the lever

is the lift of the pendulum

(7)
where,
is the input energy, and
efficiency assumed to be 75 %.

is the transmission

Input energy is given by the following equation
(8)
where, F is the force equal to the tension at pivot point and S is
the displacement of the pivot.
Tension at the pivot point is given by following equation
(9)
Figure 5. Various positions of pendulum

where,
is the mass of the pendulum, is the acceleration
due to gravity,
is the angle of pendulum from its current
position to the vertical axis, and
is the angle of pendulum
from its initial position to the current position
From the equation (8), it can be observed that energy is
directly proportional to the product of displacement of the
Pivot Point (S), mass of the Pendulum ( ) and the
acceleration due to gravity (g). If the pendulum is dropped
from position 2 as shown in Figure 4, then maximum input
energy would be obtained.

Table 2. Calculated parameters related to mechanism
Parameter
Input energy (Ein)
Mass of bob (Mb)
Height (h)
Potential energy (P.E.)

Value
8.072 Joule
16 kg
0.164 meter
25.744 Joule

Experimentation
The Figure 6 is the wireframe model of the system shows
various components used for fabrication. Following steps
explains the procedure for experimentation.
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closed the pendulum won’t be able to reach the magnet.
Due to this, the contact of the bob and magnet will brake
and the heavy pendulum would fall and start oscillating.
10. This oscillatory motion of the pendulum helps in lifting
the water up to the designed head. Thus, the system would
operate whenever the gate will be opened and closed
which is very frequent at places like gardens. In this way
the purpose to watering the garden can be achieved
without using any electricity and manpower. Fabricated
model is as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6. Wireframe Model

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

As the pendulum (1) starts oscillating, the conversion of
the potential energy to kinetic energy and to potential
energy starts occurring.
At extreme positions, the potential energy is maximum
and at vertically downward position kinetic energy is
maximum. Also when the pendulum moves towards any
of its extreme positions, the effective downward force on
the pendulum side of the lever (5) becomes lesser than
that on the pump side.
As a result, pendulum side of lever moves up. Downward
motion of the pump side of the lever gives the delivery
stroke.
When the pendulum is at vertical position, the effective
downward force on the pendulum side is more than that
on the pump side. Hence this end of the lever goes up and
suction stroke occurs. It should be noted that lever acts as
the second pendulum and it oscillates about a shaft (3)
which is supported by two pedestal bearings (4).
Oscillating motion of the lever is converted into
reciprocating motion by pivoting the piston rod (8) to the
lever instead of fixing it. The position of delivery valve
(9) and suction valve (10) can be identified from the
figure. The tank has to be kept below the suction valve.
In order to make the system work spontaneously a spring
(6) has to be employed at the pump side of the lever. All
these components are to be mounted on a frame (11).
Second part of the setup is the gate of the garden where
the mechanism can be attached. For employing this
mechanism, the gate has to be extended beyond its hinge
(14). Let (12) be the entrance side of the gate and (13) be
its extended side as shown in Figure 6.
On the extended side a magnet (15) is attached. Whenever
the gate will be opened (assuming clockwise movement)
the magnet would get closer to the pendulum. The
moment the pendulum comes into its magnetic field it
would get attracted to it. The magnetic flux of the magnet
would be such that it holds the heavy bob of pendulum.
When the gate will be closed, the pendulum would get
pulled by the magnet i.e. by the gate. The length of
pendulum rod (2) is such that when the gate will be fully

Figure 7. Fabricated Model

RESULTS
The major testing parameters were the amount of energy
actually required to be given to the pendulum and the
discharge obtained from the pump. Along with this the other
parameters were also tested and compared with the designed
values as per Table 3.
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Table 3. Comparison of designed and actual values
Parameters
Displacement of Pivot (S)
Angle Of Swing (θ)

aximum angle

inimum angle
Input Energy per stoke (Ein)
Speed (N)
Discharge (Q)
Total Head (H)
Output Energy (Eout)
Transmission Efficiency (ηmech)

Designed Value
0.1 meter

Actual Value
0.03 meter

50o
0o

50o
20o

13.459 Joule
45 strokes/min
7.068 lit/min
6.55 meter
10.094 Joule
75 %

8.072 Joule
44 strokes/min
6.911 lit/min
2.5 meter
3.854 Joule
50.94 %

It was observed that if the input is given once, then the
pendulum does 8 working oscillations for operating the pump.
Input the energy given to the system is equal to the potential
energy required to raise the pendulum and is equal to 25.744 J.
Also for each working oscillation of the pendulum output
energy is 8.072 J. So, for 8 oscillations the total energy
obtained is equal to

This proves that the output energy is more than the input
energy and hence it can be termed as an over unity machine.
Also the frequency of oscillations of the pendulum was
observed to be 0.733 Hz and the discharge obtained was 2.269
lit/min. Thus in one push, 0.4127 lit of water was discharged
by the pump.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Based on the results obtained after testing the model, it was
quite obvious that the amount of energy to be given to the
system is less than the amount of energy obtained from the
system. Actually the system takes its energy from the nature
i.e. gravity. So if, along with the input energy, the energy from
the nature is also considered then the efficiency of the system
would be less than 100 % and if only input energy is
considered then its efficiency would be greater than 100 % for
certain period of time. Also it was concluded that if the pivot
point of the pendulum is not allowed to undergo large
displacement, then the pendulum can be kept on oscillating for
larger amount of time, though this would mean that the
complete energy obtained at the pump end of the lever is not
utilized. But if the oscillating motion of the pendulum is
maintained, then frequency of giving the input to the system
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would become lower. This would fetch the output from the
system for longer period of time. The fact that, in such case,
only initial cost would be high and no operating cost makes it
very much advantageous. Apart from this the different
applications of the system were identified. This system can be
used in gym where different equipment can be attached to it
for raising the water to higher head. Another important
application of the mechanism is in farms where the problem of
electricity is always present. The mechanism can be of great
use in such conditions as it does not require any electricity.
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REZULTATI
Glavni parametri za testiranje su bili količina energije potrebna da se preda
klatnu i izlaz dobijen od pumpe. Uporedo sa ovim i drugi parametri su bili
testirani i upoređeni sa željenim vrednostima kao što je dato u tabeli 3.
Primećeno je da ako se ulaz pobudi jedanput, onda će klatno izvršiti 8 radnih
oscilacija za rad pumpe. Ulazna energija data sistemu je jednaka
potencijalnoj energiji potrebnoj da se podigne klatno i iznosi 25,744 J.
Takođe, za svaku radnu oscilaciju klatna izlazna energija je 8,072 J. Tako je
za 8 oscilacija dobijena totalna energija jednaka:

To dokazuje da je izlazna energija veća od ulazne i odatle ovo može da se
nazove over juniti mašina. Takođe, zapaženo je da je frekvencija oscilacija
klatna bila 0,733 Hz, a izlaz pumpe je bio 2,269 lit/min. Tako je u jednom
zamahu dobijeno 0,4127 litre vode od strane pumpe.
ZAKLJUČCI I DISKUSIJA
Na osnovu rezultata dobijenih posle testiranja modela bilo je sasvim
očigledno da je količina energije data sistemu bila manja od energije
dobijene od sistema. Zapravo sistem uzima energiju iz prirode tj. od
gravitacije. Ako bi se zajedno sa ulaznom energijom i energija iz prirode
uključila u proračun onda bi efikasnost sistema bila manja od 100 %, a ako
bi se samo ulazna energija računala onda bi efikasnost bila veća od 100 % za
određeni vremenski period. Takođe je zaključeno da ako bi tačka vešanja
klatna bila onemogućena da vrši velika pomeranja, onda bi oscilacija klatna
duže trajala, mada bi to značilo da sva energija dobijena od poluge na strani
pumpe ne bi bila iskorišćena. Ali ako bi se održavalo oscilovanje klatna,
onda bi frekvencija pobuđivanja ulaza bila manja. To bi omogućilo duže
korišćenje izlaza sistema. Činjenica je da bi u tom slučaju, samo početni
trošak bio visok dok ga, s druge strane, nepostojanje operativnih troškova
čini veoma povoljnim. Pored toga, različite primene ovog sistema su
identifikovane. Ovaj sistem se može koristiti u teretanama gde se razna
oprema može prikačiti na njega da podiže vodu na veće visine. Druga važna
primena mehanizma je na farmama gde uvek postoji problem sa strujom.
Mehanizam može biti od velike pomoći u takvim uslovima pošto ne zahteva
nikakvu struju.

